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Abstrak
Aplikasi  web  adalah  platform  yang  paling  banyak  digunakan  untuk  pengembangan

sistem informasi. Peningkatan teknologi web aplikasi sebanding dengan peningkatan resikonya
pula, oleh karena itu aplikasi web harus diuji terlebih dahulu untuk memastikan bahwa tidak ada
resiko atau masalah keamanan pada aplikasi  tersebut  sebelum aplikasi  tersebut  dijalankan
untuk public. Penetration testing adalah metode untuk menguji resiko keamanan pada aplikasi
web. Langkah pertama untuk melakukan penetration testing adalah information gathering, tahap
ini  berguna  untuk  membantu  penguji  mengetahui  spesifikasi  dan  vulnerability  aplikasi.
Penelitian  ini  akan  melakukan  implementasi  dari  tahap  information  gathering  pada  aplikasi
SIMAK-NG  Universitas  Udayana  menggunakan  framework  OWASP  Testing  Guide  Versi  4
untuk mengetahui ada atau tidaknya permasalahan keaman pada aplikasi tersebut. Ada 10 hal
yang diuji, yaitu dari OTG-INFO-001 sama OTG-INFO-010, dan hasilnya terdapat 7 pengujian
bernilai positif.

Kata kunci: penetration testing, information gathering, OWASP testing guide versi 4, keamanan
siber, sistem informasi.

Abstract
Web Application is  the most used platform to develope an information system. The

increased of web application technology is comparible as the risk, therefore web application
must be tested first to make sure there is no risk or security issues on that application before it’s
launch to public. Penetration testing is a method that test the web application security risk. The
first step to do penetration testing is testing for information gathering, it is used help the tester to
known the specification and vulnerability of the application. This study will implement testing for
information  gathering  to  Udayana  University  SIMAK-NG  (Academic  Information  System)
Application  using OWASP Testing Guide Version 4 framework to known there is  any security
issues on that application. there are ten things that were tested, that is from OTG-INFO-001
until OTG-INFO-010 and the result is seven test get positif value.

Keywords : penetration testing, information gathering, OWASP testing guide version 4, cyber
security, information system.

1. Introduction

Web Application is the most used platform to develope an information system. However, the
increased usage of websites brought up many new security issues[1], therefore web application
must be tested first to make sure there is no risk or security issues on that application before it’s
launch to public. Security enhancements on the website can be done by testing the vulnerability
of the website, one of which is the penetration testing method.[2]
Udayana  university  is  one  of  many  university  in  Indonesia  that  use  information  system
technology to help organizational process on that university. Udayana university had IMISSU
(Intergrated Management Information System, the Strategic of UNUD) as single sign on portal
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to access many application inside it.  SIMAK (Information system of  academic management
campus) is some application inside IMISSU to help academic management system on Udayana
University. SIMAK was upgraded being SIMAK-NG (SIMAK New Generation) at 2019, in April a
vulnerability  (that  include  SQL  Injection,  session  problem,  and  authorization  problem)  was
discovered. That vulnerability was reported to IT unit on Udayana University, but there is no
penetration testing do until now.
The author  do  penetration  testing  on  SIMAK-NG Application  using  OWASP Testing  Guide
version 4, especially on Authorization testing, Session Management Testing, and Authorization
Testing. But, before that we need to do information gathering. Therefore, this study will explain
the information gathering of SIMAK-NG application step.

2. Research Method / Proposed Method
The OWASP Framework used in this study is the OWASP Testing Guide framework version 4
of 2015 using the framework module: Testing for Information Gathering (OTG-INFO) where the
module is  dedicated to  performing information gathering stages. The software/tools  used is
OWASP ZAP to do spidering the website and nmap to scanning network.
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Figure 1. Information Gathering Flowchart (1).
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Figure 2. Information Gathering Flowchart (2).

Goals of this step is to know specification about application and to know which step that
cant be done. The result of this testing represented as -1,0, or 1 state. -1 state means the test
cant be done cause there is some requirement to test is not found, 0 state means the test is
unsuccess, and 1 state means the test is successfully. 

The default value of result of testing is 0, then the testing result will change the value.
The testing start from OTG-INFO-001 until OTG-INFO-010 like methodology flowchart in figure
1, if the resulting is “positive” the value will changes to 1. Sometime there is some testing that
relate to another testing, if the first testing is “negative” the value is still 0, and it means the next
testing is can’t perform, the value for the next testing being -1. For example if the result from
OTG-INFO-004 is not found any database port, it means OTG-INPVAL-005 can’t be perform.

The final result of information gathering testing represented as -1,0, and 1. If the result
is 1that will explain what is the risk from that information.
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3. Literature Study
3.1. Penetration Testing

The penetration testing method or often called “pentest”  is the practice of computer
system, network, or web application security testing to find security vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by attackers by providing stages of system attacks to the system.[3]

3.2. Black Box Pentesting
This form testing is the opposite of White Box. An attacker who is performing a Black

Box pen test needs to have stealth and not have their cover blown.[4]

3.3. OWASP Testing Guide Version 4
OWASP is a non-profit  organization that focuses on improving software security [5].

OWASP provides many tools, guides and testing methodologies for cyber security under an
open source license, specifically the OWASP Testing Guide (OTG). [6] The OTG is divided into
three main parts including the OWASP testing framework for web application development, web
application testing methodology, and system evaluation reporting. The web application testing
methodology  can  be  used  independently,  or  can  be  used  as  a  testing  framework.  A  web
application  developer  can  use  the  framework  to  build  web  applications  by  considering  the
protection and security aspects followed by security testing with the penetration testing method
to test the system security of the web application developed.[7]

3.4. OWASP ZAP
Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) from OWASP is one of the most popular free security scanning

tools in the world and is actively managed by hundreds of international volunteers. ZAP can
automatically scan for security vulnerabilities in web applications when they are developed and
tested. ZAP is a reliable tool for experienced penetration testers to be used as automatic safety
testing tools [8][9]

3.5. Nmap
Nmap  ("Network  Mapper")  is  a  free  and  open  source  (license)  utility  for  network

discovery and security auditing. Many systems and network administrators also find it useful 
for tasks such as network inventory, managing service upgrade schedules, and monitoring host
or  service  uptime.  Nmap uses raw IP packets in  novel  ways to  determine  what  hosts  are
available on the network, what services (application name and version) those hosts are offering,
what operating systems (and OS versions) they are running, what type of packet filters/firewalls
are in use, and dozens of other characteristics. It was designed to rapidly scan large networks,
but works fine against single hosts. Nmap runs on all major computer operating systems, and
official binary packages are available for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X.[10]

4. Result and Discussion 
This section will describe a process and result for each testing for information gathering on this 
research.
4.1. Conduct Search engine discovery/ reconnaissance for information leakage (OTG-
INFO-001)

This testing use google search engine to test there is vulnerability / sensitive information
found or not. To help this testing we use google search operator.
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Figure 3. Google Search Operator.

Figure  3  is  the  search  result  from  google  search  engine  using  keyword  “site:simak-
ng.unud.ac.id” to know all result relate about that application. The result is only 17 url relate
about  SIMAK-NG application and it’s  only  PDF and XLS document  that  is  not  contain  any
sensitive information / vulnerability.

4.2. Fingerprint Web Server (OTG-INFO-002)
This section use inspect element from browser to see response header application.

Figure 4 is the response header SIMAK-NG Application, from that we know this application
using nginx/1.14.0/ubuntu as web server.

Figure 4. Fingerprint web server.

4.3. Review Webserver Metafiles for Information Leakage (OTG-INFO-003)
This  test  try  to  find  robots.txt  file  on  SIMAK-NG  application  and  see  there  is  any

sensitive url or not. This file will found on https://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/robots.txt.

Figure 5. Robots.txt.
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Figure 5 is the robots.txt file on SIMAK-NG Application and we know there’s nothing
found.

4.4. Enumerate Application on Webserver (OTG-INFO-004)
Enumerate Application testing use nmap application to scanning SIMAK-NG Application

port.

Figure 6. Enumerate.

Figure 6 is the result of port scanning using nmap, we know there is 9 open port and 18
filtered port.

4.5. Review webpage comments and metadata for information leakage (OTG-INFO-005)
This step will search hidden input / HTML comment from HTML source that is contain

any sensitive information. 

Figure 6. HTML Comment.
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There is no information sensitive found, hidden input not found and the HTML comment
is only contain information about  start / end html tag.

4.6. Identify application entry points (OTG-INFO-006)
There is many entry point on SIMAK-NG application that’s maybe can used as attack

vector. “Profil Mahasiswa” page contain information about student that can be edited, of course
there is many input on that page will send to server.

There is many page that used to search something like list of study, list of lecture, etc.
that  search input  maybe can be use as attack vector.  Other  than there is many page that
include feature to upload document, for example to upload final project, report project, etc. that
input to upload can be use as attack vector too.

4.7. Map execution paths through application (OTG-INFO-007)
Knowing execution paths of SIMAK-NG application can be known by explore any page 

using burpsuite.

Figure 7. Mapping using execution path using burpsuite.

Figure  7  is  sample  of  using  burpsuite  to  know map  execution  path  on  SIMAK-NG
application.

Table 1. List of Path Execution.

URL Description

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/home The main of home page.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/perkuliahan/getTrendMahasiswa/
[parameter]

Get student trend data.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/home/get_pengumuman Get announcement data.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/mahasiswa/profile The  main of profile page.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/getProfile/[token] Get student profile data.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/mahasiswa/matakuliah The main of study page.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/mahasiswa/getMatakuliah?
[Parameter]

Get  study data.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/mahasiswa/matakuliahTawar
The main of “fixed study”

page.
http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/mahasiswa/getMatakuliahTawar?

[Parameter]
Get “fixed study” data.

http://simak-ng.unud.ac.id/KerjaPraktek/KpPengajuan
The main of request

internship page.

Table 1 is the sample list of map path execution on SIMAK-NG Application. there is all
get method tracked from burpsuite.

4.8. Fingerprint Web Application Framework (OTG-INFO-008)
If we try to see the session cookies from browser it will like figure 9.

Figure9. Session Cookies.
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There is base 64 encryption, the decryption of that’s string is will be like that :

{"iv":"BRIq8YWn2iQa11nsHYs0+w==",
"value":"MRcSx+eVahotzolzyMtWlvdDv
SRh88JKktQQ6Mx4jr86NiXnNmgSTWu

6B9TpTzd1",
"mac":"27f26f651f7a5d491169b98a14c6f

512f417edca64a02cb1a48989d508b91899"}

From that we know there is AES-CBC encryption that is like Laravel encryption method.
So we can make assumption SIMAK-NG Application using Laravel framework.

4.9. Fingerprint Web Application (OTG-INFO-009)
HTTP header contain  any information about  web server  like  figure 10.  From HTTP

Header we know the web server used is nginx/1.14.0 (ubuntu). Other than that we can review
HTML Source to know there is any web service with known vulnerability or not.

Figure 10. HTTP Header.

Table 2. List of Know Vulnerability.

Service Vulnerability

Bootstrap 3.3.7
CVE-2019-

8331

AdminLTE 2.4.2
XSS on
Morris.js

Bootstrap3 Wysihtml5 Bower 2014-09-26
XSS onload

event

Datatables 1.10.16
CVE-2015-

6584

JQuery 3.3.1
Prototype
Pollution

JQuery UI 1.11.4
XSS on Dialog

Class

Tiny MCE 4.17
XSS on

Xlink:href

Table 2 is the list of known vulnerability on SIMAK-NG Application.

4.10. Map Application Architecture (OTG-INFO-010)
SIMAK-NG Application can be access if user have authentication from Single Sign On

(SSO) portal  that  is  IMISSU (Intergrated Management  Information  System, the Strategic  of
UNUD). On OTG-INFO-004 we know any port that used on SIMAK-NG Application.

Therefore we can make assumption that SIMAK-NG Application architecture will seem
like figure 11.
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Figure 11. SIMAK-NG Application Architecture.

Figure 10 is the SIMAK-NG Application Architecture assumption from OTG-INFO-004
and authentication process.

5. Conclusion 
The final  result  of  this testing represented as 0,1, or -1 state for each testing.  That

represented on table 3. 

Table 3. Test Result.

Testing Result

Conduct Search engine discovery/ reconnaissance for
information leakage (OTG-INFO-001)

0

Fingerprint Web Server (OTG-INFO-002) 1

Review Webserver Metafiles for Information Leakage (OTG-
INFO-003)

0

Enumerate Applications on Webserver (OTG-INFO-004) 1

Review webpage comments and metadata for information
leakage (OTG-INFO-005)

0

Identify application entry points (OTG-INFO-006) 1

Map execution paths through application (OTG-INFO-007) 1

Fingerprint Web Application Framework (OTG-INFO-008) 1

Fingerprint Web Application (OTG-INFO-009) 1

Map Application Architecture (OTG-INFO-010) 1

OTG-INFO-001 testing has been performed, but there is no any sensitive information
found that’s why the result is 0. From OTG-INFO-002 we know about web server used is nginx/
1.14.0 (ubuntu), the result for this testing is 1.

The result of OTG-INFO-003 is there is no sensitive information found from metafiles,
the result for this testing is 0. OTG-INFO-004 testing has been performed and we know any port
used on SIMAK-NG Application, the result for this testing is 1.

OTG-INFO-005 testing has been performed and there is no sensitive information from
HTML Source code. The result of OTG-INFO-006 is we can know any entry point on SIMAK-NG
application, so the result is 1.

The result of OTG-INFO-007 is we know get method path from SIMAK-NG Application,
so the result for this testing is 1. OTG-INFO-008 testing has been performed and we know web
application framework used is Laravel, the result for this testing is 1.

OTG-INFO-009 testing has been performed and we know there is some service that
used have known vulnerability, the result for this testing is 1. We can make assumption about
SIMAK-NG Application (as a black-box pentester) that’s why the result for OTG-INFO-010 is 1.
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There is 10 testing has been performed and 3 testing get negative result. From all of
this we know what is the next step we can do to perform penetration testing, like the pentest
method has been explain before on figure 2. 

For example from OTG-INFO-004 we know there is no LDAP protocol open, so OTG-
INPVAL-006 cant be perform. We know too there is mysql port open, so OTG-INPVAL-005 can
be perform.
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